sanitizing
surfaces and
cleaning the air.
ENVIROCARE GIVES CONFIDENCE
TO GROUP TRAVEL.
Because the quality of air and the cleanliness of
surfaces is a concern for today's riders, Prevost has
introduced ENVIROCare, a system that naturally and
automatically cleans and sanitizes contaminants,
bacteria and viruses in the air and on surfaces
throughout the cabin.
Contact your local Prevost service center or
Regional Sales representative for more details.
Follow QR code to access
video and more information
on ENVIROCare
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or visit:
https://prevostcar.com/envirocare

PART NUMBER

Description

PRICE (QTY 1)

PRICE (QTY 2)

PRICE (QTY 5)

PRICE (QTY 10)

0610448

SERVICE KIT ENVIROCARE, H3

$ 4775.00

$ 4525.00

$ 4275.00

$ 3995.00

USD

0611017

SERVICE KIT ENVIROCARE, X3

$ 4775.00

$ 4525.00

$ 4275.00

$ 3995.00

USD

7771197
0610448

ION COUNTER TESTING DEVICE
SERVICE KIT ENVIROCARE, H3

$ 1347.00
$ 5994.99

$ 1224.00
$ 5724.99

$ 1020.00
$ 5499.99

$ 5174.99

USD
CAD

0611017

SERVICE KIT ENVIROCARE, X3

$ 5994.99

$ 5724.99

$ 5499.99

$ 5174.99

CAD

7771197

ION COUNTER TESTING DEVICE

$ 1797.00

$ 1632.00

$ 1363.00

CAD

Freight is prepaid for all ground shipments. Installation estimated time is 20 hours.
Pricing valid through June 30, 2021.
Disclaimer
ENVIROCARE is not a medical device. There are no guarantees pertaining to the health of passengers riding the bus or to hygiene.
The effect of the ENVIROCARE may vary depending on the environment (temperature, humidity, width, shape, air-conditioning, presence/absence of ventilation, and product placement),
mode of usage (direction where the ions are blown/operating mode/operating time etc.).
The actual number of ions and purification performance will vary according to the conditions and use of the vehicle.
Small amounts of ozone may be generated, but this is like what exists naturally in the environment like forests, and does not pose any known health hazards.

Parts customer service Canada 1-800-463-8876
Parts customer service United States 1-800-621-5519

Service center locations go to www.prevostcar.com
to find locations, phone numbers & hours of operation

@PrevostCoach

